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On 14 June, the second graduates of the School of
Advocates, who took the qualification examinations, were
granted licenses to practice advocacy in a ceremonial
way. In the board agenda of the Chamber of Advocates
was included the issue to grant the licenses to practice
advocacy to the candidates. The board members voted for
the mentioned agenda issue unanimously as a result of
which the board decided to grant the candidates licenses
to practice advocacy. The ceremony of granting licenses
was followed by the oath of the candidates. The advocacy
community of the Republic of Armenia was supplemented
by 56 advocates. Ara Zohrabyan, chairman of the RA
Chamber of Advocates, congratulating his colleges, who
already became advocates, noted: “Today our community
is supplemented by 56 fighters. You are aware that the
advocacy is very difficult as well as relations of advocate-
client, advocate-court and our weapon shall be out
knowledge, I do not see any other ways. Chamber of
Advocates will not forgive advocates engaged in
corruption activities”. Simon Babayan, director of the
School of Advocates also congratulates his colleges for
successful graduation of the School of Advocates and
supplementing the community of advocacy. “You are
proposed a very difficult task by the development of the
current legislation and legal systems to perform your
mission valuably. Serve your skills obtained in the school
of advocates to your objective. Perform your human rights
activity by maintaining the principles of independence,
legal order, impartiality”, noted Simon Babayan. Speaking
about the role and development of the School of
Advocates, director of the School of Advocates stated: “it
is evident that the advocacy institute occupies its place in
society”. Its vivid example is that the School of Advocates
is technically the best equipped. State՛s interest is raising
day by day in regard to the advocacy institution. It is very
difficult to imagine legislative amendment or development
without advocates”. Board members of the RA Chamber of
Advocates Nikolay Baghdasaryan, Karen Mezhlumyan and
Martun Panosyan had a speech. The Minister of Justice
Hovhannes Manukyan and deputy Minister Arsen
Mkrtchyan were also present during oath ceremony
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